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hits my lips like small needles as I
ride my Moto Guzzi from Ha‘iku
in the dim morning light. I am
headed to Big Beach—Makena
by its Hawaiian name—and praying it will be sunny there. As I
turn onto the highway west of
Spreckelsville, it is bone dry.
Easy riding and the wind warms
my face. Between the sun’s
warmth and the wind from the
ride, I am dry in no time.
The sun peeks over the gentle
slopes of a now very visible
Haleakala and casually reaches her
long, warm arms down the verdant
hillside over Kula and along
the ridge of ‘Ulupalakua Ranch.
Another beautiful Maui day is born.
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I thought I was arriving early, but Makena
Beach is already inhabited: a woman walking her
happy black lab, a young boy playing ukulele,
a couple in matching striped beach chairs.
The silhouettes of the kiawe trees draw crooked lines like a dark brown crayon onto the teal of the ocean. The bright
yellow lifeguard hut against the blue of the ocean is like a pop art painting. In the distance, Kaho‘olawe rises low and
long on the horizon, its red dirt, green fields and brown cliffs lit by the sun.
The beach has a salty clean scent. Bird songs fill the air with joyful music, accompanied by the sound of the waves
rhythmically massaging the sand like low, soft, rumbling drums. Many more birds are singing than are seen. They are
invisible, then suddenly dart from the foliage of the trees and the scrub at the edge of the sand, flitting from twig to
branch, their colorful feathers making red, orange, brown and gray streaks through the air.
I take up residence under a kiawe tree at the north end of the beach and am thankful for its presence, its gentle
shade. After setting up my open-air hale, I venture out toward the beautiful seaside. The sand is already warm from
the sun and feels lovely between my toes. The trade winds blow softly. I reach the trail that leads up to the cinder
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cone known to the Hawaiians as Pu‘uōla‘i, and as I climb I see and feel the hard, craggy lava rock and investigate all
of the cracks and holes that formed caves when Pele first created Maui. Blacks and browns, hard and rough, getting
hotter as the sun warms them. I look toward the sea and am struck by the contrast of the stationary, black lava rock
holding its ground against the fluid, teal water, sparkling and dancing and ever changing.
Below, the beach has begun to populate now. Tourists, families, couples in love, children frolicking, many locals,
all who come here for the surf and the sun. The clouds pass by, pushed along gently by the constant trade winds,
reflecting on the sand below and continually changing the tones like a kaleidoscope.
Back on the beach, I meet so many wonderful people filled with aloha and a relaxed, carefree vibe. Folks are reading, snorkeling, playing in the surf, swimming, digging in the sand, sleeping, boogie boarding, fishing. Ukuleles and
guitars add one more track to Makena’s musical background as I walk along. I talk with a young man whose eyes are
the exact color of the light blue-green water. He is a musician and plays his guitar and sings for me on the shore.
As the hot, sunshiny day turns into a cooler evening, the beach clears out and grows quiet. The birds sing their
evening songs and play along the shore, picking up any little treats that might have been left behind. The clouds float
down from Haleakalā, fall in line and prepare themselves to be painted by the sunset. Each night is a new and exciting performance. Tonight: Blues and grays are painted yellow and orange against a blue sky. The ocean below dances
in a dozen shades of blue and silver. The phosphorus on the waves looks like it was lit by a black light. Colors erupt
as the sun begins its slow dip into the sea. What an extraordinary day.
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